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The dielectric functions of Ga- and As-terminated GaAs~001! surfaces are determined by
using a three-layer model and experimentally available surface photoabsorption~SPA! data, and
are compared to those previously obtained from reflectance-difference spectroscopy. Using
the SPA-derived dielectric functions, approaches for optimizing conditions in SPA experiments
for GaAs and other materials are presented. ©1997 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure and properties of the GaAs(001) surf
have been the subject of many studies because of its tec
logical and scientific importance. This surface has sev
reconstructions during GaAs growth by molecular beam
itaxy ~MBE! and metalorganic chemical vapor depositi
~MOCVD!, which depend on the growth conditions.1 Two of
the most powerful surface sensitive optical probes to be u
to monitor the surface during growth and etching a
reflectance-difference spectroscopy~RDS!, which measures
the normal-incidence optical anisotropy, and surface pho
absorption~SPA!, which measures the difference of the r
flectance ofp-polarized light from two different surfaces
typically at an angle of incidence near the pseudo-Brew
angle (uB).

2 For example, Kamiyaet al.3 and Richter4 have
used RDS to studyin situ several reconstructions of GaA
(001) surfaces prepared in ultrahigh vacuum by MBE and
ambient pressure H2 by MOCVD. Kobayashi and Horikoshi

5

have employed SPA during flow-rate modulation epitaxy
GaAs as anin situoptical monitoring technique. Later, Nish
et al.6 used SPA to characterize the GaAs surface dur
atomic layer epitaxy~ALE! with hydride and chloride reac
tants. Recently, Enget al.7 employed SPA to monitor the
GaAs(001) surface during etching by modulated beams
HCl. Dietz et al.8,9 have used a below-band gap version
SPA, calledp-polarized reflectance spectroscopy~PRS!, to
study the epitaxy of GaP on Si.

The relative merits of RDS and SPA depend on their re
tive signal-to-noise ratios and the information content
their signals.6,10,11 Since thep-polarized light used in SPA
has electric field components both perpendicular and par
to the surface, the reflected beam intensity is affected
transitions with dipole moments that are parallel and/or p
pendicular to the surface. The electric field of the norma
incident light used in RDS is parallel to the surface, and
therefore affected only by transitions with dipole mome
with components parallel to the surface. As a result, the S
signal carries more information than the RDS signal. Ho
ever, RDS is more powerful than SPA in some respects s

a!Electronic mail: iph1@columbia.edu
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it can probe a surface at any given time, while SPA can o
compare a surface at different times.

The surface dielectric functions of Ga- and As-termina
GaAs~001! surfaces are derived here using the SPA data
Refs. 5 and 6, and are then used to determine the opt
experimental conditions for SPA, i.e., the optimum phot
energy and angle of incidence. These dielectric functions
also used, along with the RDS data of Ref. 10, to exam
the connection between the atomic and electronic struc
of the surface and the SPA signal.

The SPA response is usually formulated as eitherDR, the
difference in reflectance in alternating processing cycles
DR/R, whereR is the reflectance of a hypothetical perfe
bulk-vacuum interface. WhileDR is measured, normalizing
by R makes the response seem larger for angles of incide
(u) nearuB because the background signal from the und
lying material is minimized. McIntyre and Aspnes12 have
shown that in such differential reflectance experime
DR/R often peaks between 45° and the pseudo-Brew
angle. SPA experiments have often been conducted neauB
with this in mind.

II. OBTAINING THE SURFACE DIELECTRIC
FUNCTIONS

Several theories of the surface optical response have b
developed, the most prominent ones being the three-la
model of McIntyre and Aspnes,12 the generalized anisotropi
three-layer model of Hingerlet al.,10,11 the microscopic
model developed by Del Sole and Fiorino,13 the dipolar
model by Wijerset al.,14 and the electromagnetic model b
Rashba.15 Here we adopt the formulation of Ref. 10.

Consider a biaxial overlayer with thicknessd ! l, where
l is the vacuum wavelength of the light, and dielectric-ten
components«xx , «yy , and«zz in the crystal coordinate sys
tem. The bulk and ambient dielectric functions are assum
to be isotropic, and will be called«b and «a , respectively,
with «a being real. The laboratory coordinates are defin
with z perpendicular to the surface andx along the intersec-
tion of the surface and plane of incidence. The normaliz
differences in the reflectance between the relatively Ga-
and As-rich surfaces are:
13815(1)/138/7/$10.00 ©1997 American Vacuum Society
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for s- and p-polarized light, respectively, incident at a
angle u to the surface normal, whereDRs(p)5(Rs(p))Ga
2(Rs(p))As , Q(u,l)5(8pdA«a cosu)/l, d« i i5(« i i )Ga
2(« i i )As , G(a)5(11 cos 2a)/2, and L(a)5
(12 cos 2a)/2. a is the Eulerian angle between thex-axis

FIG. 1. ~a! Real (d«8) and ~b! imaginary (d«9) parts of thexx, yy, and
zz components of the differential surface dielectric function of t
GaAs~001! surface, along with the response of bulk GaAs~540 °C!.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
of the film and the laboratory, and the subscripts refer to
polarization of the incident and reflected beams.

The ‘‘differential’’ surface dielectric functions (d« i i )
for GaAs~001! are determined using Eqs.~1a! and ~1b! by
a non-linear least-squares fitting procedure to the S
data from Refs. 5 and 6 that were obtained during
ALE of GaAs with Ga~CH3)3 and AsH3 at nearly the same
growth temperature. Specifically, data from Ref. 5 tak
at u570° for s- and p-polarizations atx ~@1̄10#! and y
~@110#! azimuths ~substrate temperature;Ts5560 °C!, and
Ref. 6 taken atu575° for p-polarization atx andy azimuths
~Ts5520 °C! are used to obtaind«xx , d«yy , andd«zz. The
dielectric function of bulk GaAs («b) at 540 °C is obtained
from the seven harmonic oscillator model16 and is used in
Eqs.~1a! and~1b!. The effective surface layer thicknessd is
taken to be 2.7 Å for both Ga and As terminated laye
@which corresponds to a GaAs layer in the~001! direction#.
The resulting real and imaginary parts of the differential s
face dielectric function componentsd« i i ( i i5xx, yy, zz)
are shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. The diagona
components of the dielectric function of the Ga- and As- r
surfaces can be obtained fromd« i i only with additional in-
formation. If the relation between bulk and surface propert
«b5@(« i i )Ga1(« i i )As#/2 is assumed, wherei i is xx, yy, or
zz, the resulting surface dielectric functions are suspect
cause«zz9 ,0 below 2.45 eV, probably because this is a po
assumption.~While this relationship with«b is probably
somewhat more appropriate for thexx andyy components, it
is still only approximate.! Only differential surface dielectric
functions are needed to analyze SPA monitoring.

The six combinations of incident angles, polarization
and incident azimuths obtainable from Refs. 5 and 6 are
minimum number of parameters required to obtain
d« i i ’s. Error analysis was conducted to determine the se
tivity of the surface dielectric functions to experimental p
rameters, with the angle of incidence assumed to be the m
uncertain parameter. The results are almost unchanged
62° uncertainty inu is assumed in the experiments report
in Ref. 5, while the same uncertainty in the data of Ref
changes the magnitude of thed« i i ’s by up to 10% with no
significant change in the functional form.

More precisely, the data obtained from these six sets
experimental conditions form the minimum data set nee
to determine thed« i i ’s from the approximate expression
Eqs.~1a! and~1b!, which are obtained from the exact expre
sions for the reflectance of a three-layer structure by keep
the first orderd/l term. Use of the exact expressions to fin
thed« i i ’s would require the use of data from 12 experimen
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FIG. 2. Contour plots of the calculated~a! DRp /Rp (x-azimuth!, ~b! DRp /Rp (y-azimuth!, ~c! Im@d«xx#, ~d! Im@d«yy#, ~e! DRp (x-azimuth!, ~f! DRp

(y-azimuth!. The thick solid lines in~a!, ~b!, ~e!, and~f! are the 0.0 contours, while the thick dash-dotted lines represent the pseudo-Brewster angle o
at 540 °C. In~a!, ~b!, ~e!, and~f!, the black section is the most positive value and the white is the most negative, and between them there are 15 cont
equally spaced values ofDRp /Rp andDRp . The maximum value, maximum contour value, spacing between contours, minimum contour value, and mi
value are:~a! @0.030, 0.025, 0.0067,20.070, and20.144#, ~b! @0.164, 0.023, 0.0042,20.028, and20.032#, ~e! @3.6531023, 2.8131023, 5.4031024,
24.8031023, and25.1531023#, and~f! @1.9931023, 1.7831023, 2.231024, 21.3731023, and21.5231023#.
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~which are not currently available!—and this would deter-
mine the surface dielectric functions for both the Ga- a
As-rich surfaces—or conditions that interrelate the 12 co
ponents of the dielectric functions, such as those descr
above. Even thoughd/l is very small (;1024), the values
of DR/R calculated using the exact and linear approxim
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 15, No. 1, Jan/Feb 1997
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tions can be quite different in some circumstances, espec
near the pseudo-Brewster angle. Dietz and Bachmann9 used
a four layer model—with a film upon the substrate—to an
lyze the PRS signal obtained during GaP on Si heteroepit
and found that theDR/R calculated with the exact and linea
approximation expressions can differ by more than 20%,
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pending on the angle of incidence and dielectric functio
of the substrate and the film~for weakly or non-absorbing
surfaces!. For SPA, where the surface layers often abs
strongly, this difference can still strongly depend on t
exact surface dielectric functions that are used, as wel
the angle of incidence and the magnitude of the subst
dielectric function. For example, the difference betwe
the value ofDR/R obtained here for GaAs using the approx
mate Eq. ~1b!, calculated with the ‘‘differential’’ surface
dielectric functions (d« i i ), and the exact expression
calculated from the difference ofR from two three-layer
models~one for the Ga-rich surface and one for As-rich s
face, using the (« i i )Ga and (« i i )As obtained fromd« i i and
«b5@(« i i )Ga1(« i i )As#/2) is less than 8% whenu differs
from uB(E) by 0.5° or more.~At the pseudo-Brewster angl
of the substrate, this difference is;18%.! At the angles used

FIG. 3. The dependence of~a! DRp /Rp and ~b! DRp on the angle of inci-
dence at different photon energies@GaAs~001!, x-azimuth, 540 °C#.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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to obtain the SPA data used here, the difference is less
5% ~70°! and 7% ~75°!. The linear approximation is use
throughout this article; this should not affect any of the ma
conclusions obtained here.

III. OPTIMIZING THE SPA RESPONSE FOR GaAs
AND OTHER MATERIALS

A. GaAs

Figure 2 shows the expected SPA response (DR/R and
DR for p-polarized light! for GaAs~001! ALE as a function
of u and photon energyE, using thed« i i ’s obtained above.
At a givenE, uDR/Ru peaks just above or belowuB , depend-
ing on the azimuth and photon energy, and can change
factor of two with a half degree change inu near uB . In
contrast,DR has an extremum near grazing angle, as is a
seen in infrared reflection-absorption spectrosco
~IRRAS!.17 For GaAs this occurs at 87° near 2.55 eV for t
x-azimuth, and near 2.35 eV~and 2.77 eV for the smalle
magnitude extremum! for the y-azimuth. These effects ar
clearly observed in Fig. 3, which presents the explicit dep
dence ofDR/R and DR on u for different E. At a given
photon energy,DR/R andDR vary little for u,60°, as is
seen in Fig. 3 for thex-azimuth@and is not explicitly shown
in Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, 2~e!, and 2~f!#. At 2.55 eV, while the
x-azimuthuDRu attains an extremum near grazing incidenc
uDRu is only slightly smaller from 0° to 60°.

Figure 2 also displays the imaginary parts of the cal
lated ‘‘differential’’ surface dielectric function componen
d«xx andd«yy for comparison withDR/R andDR. It is seen
that near grazing angleDR has an extremum and there is
rough correspondence between the structure in Im@d«xx# and
DR for the x-azimuth (;2.55 eV! and between Im@d«yy#
andDR for the y-azimuth (;2.3 and 2.75 eV!. DR/R does
not show a similar correspondence. At a givenu, DR/R
peaks at theE whereR is minimum, which is usually where
Im@«b# is minimum. As can be seen from Eq.~1b!, the SPA
signal depends on the dielectric functions of surface and
bulk in a rather convoluted way, especially if«b is complex.
By and large, regions inu2E parameter space wher
DR/R andDR are positive for thex-azimuth are negative fo
they-azimuth, andvice versa. This suggests that the arrang
ment of the atoms on the surface after the Ga~ALE! depo-
sition step is approximately perpendicular to that after the
deposition step.

B. General systems

More general conclusions can be drawn about optimiz
the magnitude of the SPA responseDRp and analyzing this
response to determine the ‘‘differential’’ surface dielect
functiond« by using hypothetical bulk and surface dielectr
functions. Figure 4 shows two rather simple cases where
bulk «b and surfaced« are modeled as single harmonic o
cillators with different resonance frequencies. Thexx, yy,
and zz components ofd« are assumed to be equal.DR
reaches an extremum near grazing incidence and the m
‘‘structure’’ of DR near grazing incidence follows that o
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FIG. 4. DRp in ~a! and ~b! as a function of photon energy and angle of incidence for the ‘‘simple,’’ single oscillator bulk and differential surface die
functions shown in~c! and~d!, respectively. Parts~a! and~b! have 15 equidistant contours in the interval@0.00008~black!-~20.02561! ~white!# and@0.0104
~black!-~20.0121! ~white!#, respectively. The thick solid lines in~a! and~b! are the 0.0 contours. In~c! and~d!, the solid lines are the real and the dot-dash
lines are the imaginary parts, respectively, of the bulk~thin lines! and the surface~thick lines! dielectric functions.
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d«; the resonances in«b have relatively little effect. In the
examples shown in Fig. 5 the forms chosen for the«b’s and
d« ’s are more physical. Specifically,«b is that of GaAs and
the d« ’s are constructed by taking the difference of tw
‘‘four-harmonic oscillator’’ model dielectric functions. As
seen in Fig. 5,DR can have multiple extrema and looks mo
complex than that with the ‘‘simple’’d« and«b . However,
the complex and simple cases have two common featu
~1! the extremum ofDR in u2E space is almost always nea
grazing angle@which is not obvious from Eq.~1b!# and Eq.
~2! near this angle of incidence the ‘‘structure’’ inDR ap-
proximately follows that in Im@d«# @which is obvious from
Eq. ~1b!#.

In Figs. 2~e!, 4~b!, and 5~a!, each extremum near grazin
incidence has a corresponding local extremum of oppo
sign at approximately the same energy, which has a va
that changes little from 0° to about 40°–60°. Usually th
shallow-angle extremum has a magnitude that is only a l
smaller than that near grazing incidence, but sometime
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 15, No. 1, Jan/Feb 1997
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can be much smaller or even a little larger. As seen in F
2~f! and 4~a!, there may not be a shallow-angle extremu
corresponding to that near grazing incidence.

Although analysis ofDR/R can improve the signal-to
noise ratio vis-a`-vis that ofDR if there is noise in the optica
source, this analysis for GaAs and other general syst
shows thatDR is more informative about the electron
structure of the surface. Most of the noise in the opti
source can be removed by nullingDR by subtracting a con-
stant or variable fraction ofR. Operation near the pseudo
Brewster angle minimizes the background contribution
R, but this is not always necessary, and, in fact, often d
not maximizeuDRu. Analysis ofDR near grazing incidence
usually gives the largest response, as well as direct infor
tion aboutd«. ~Clearlyd« can also be determined using da
obtained at other angles.! Figures 2 and 3 are helpful in
determining optimum working parameters inu-E space for
SPA monitoring of GaAs, as well as ‘‘safe’’ operating p
rameters. In particular, experiments should avoid the ‘‘zer
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line and steep terraces. These figures suggest that for mo
toring the GaAs surface, a shallow angle of incidence may
preferred to grazing incidence because of the need to op
mize the angle of incidence near grazing angle~steep ter-
race!.

IV. COMPARISON WITH RDS

The surface dielectric function information obtained from
RDS and SPA monitoring of GaAs~001! epitaxy can be com-
pared by examining the difference in various components
« i i for different surfaces. In Fig. 6, the difference in surfac
dielectric anisotropy«xx2«yy for different surface recon-
structions~from the RDS data of Ref. 10! is compared to
that determined hered«xx2d«yy from the SPA data of
Refs. 5 and 6. It is seen that thed«xx2d«yy5(«xx2«yy)Ga
2(«xx2«yy)As of the fitted surface dielectric functions is
similar to («xx2«yy)1362(«xx2«yy)c(434) of Ref. 10; it dif-
fers greatly from other«xx2«yy differences obtained using
RDS~which are not shown in the figure!. This would suggest

FIG. 5. DRp in ~a! as a function of photon energy and angle of incidence fo
the bulk~GaAs at 540 °C! and ‘‘more complex’’ differential surface dielec-
tric functions shown in~b!. Part~a! has 15 equidistant contours in the inter-
val @0.0022 ~black!-~20.0027! ~white!#; the thick solid lines are the 0.0
contours. In~b!, the solid lines are the real and the dot-dashed lines are t
imaginary parts, respectively, of the bulk~thin lines! and the surface~thick
lines! dielectric functions.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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that the As-rich surface observed by Nishiet al.6 and Koba-
yashi and Yorikoshi5 resembles thec(434) reconstruction,
while the Ga-rich surface is similar to the 136 reconstruc-
tion. The c(434) reconstruction corresponds to a surfa
terminated with 1.75 monolayer~ML ! As, which is the com-
mon reconstruction for high As fluxes to the surface and l
temperatures. The~136! surface is a mixed~Ga and As!
surface. This observation does not rule out an alterna
reconstruction for the Ga- or As-terminated surfaces dur
ALE. The most common As- and Ga-rich surface reconstr
tions are the so-called missing dimer structures with 0
ML As and Ga coverage, respectively@~234! and ~432!
reconstructions#. The surface dielectric anisotropy obtaine
from SPA data seems to discount this possibility.

Kobayashi and Horikoshi5 observed that at 2.6 eV
DR/Rx-azimuth.0 and DR/Ry-azimuth,0 ~for p-polarized
light!, which is opposite of what they expected. Their expe
tation seems to be based on the~234! ~As-terminated! and
~432! ~Ga-terminated! reconstructions with dimers bein
along thex and y directions, respectively. The reconstru
tions deduced from Fig. 6 produce a possible explana
because on thec(4 3 4) surface As dimerization is along th
y-direction and the Ga-terminated surface is probably
~136! surface which would have a higher response in
x-direction. @The comparison in Fig. 6 does not rule out
~236! surface, which would be a better explanation for t
observation.#

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, available SPA data obtained during AL
are used to obtain the differential dielectric tensor of t

r

e

FIG. 6. The dielectric function anisotropy difference between the (136) and
c(434) reconstructions of the GaAs~001! surface obtained from the RDS
data of Ref. 10 compared with the dielectric anisotropy calculated here f
SPA experiments.
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GaAs~001! surface, which is compared to that obtained
RDS. On the basis of this information, the optimal conditio
for performing SPA monitoring are deduced. In particular
is seen that it is better to optimize conditions forDRp rather
than DRp /Rp for superior process control monitoring an
evaluation of surface dielectric functions. The optimal an
of incidence may be near grazing incidence or within a bro
range of shallow angles, and away from the pseudo-Brew
angle. The extrema ofDRp or DRp /Rp as a function of
photon energy at a given angle of incidence usually tell li
about the surface dielectric function; a more complete an
sis is necessary. While the specific conclusions of this st
pertain only to GaAs surface, the brief analysis of other s
tems presented here should still help to guide the experim
tal design and monitoring of other surfaces with SPA.
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